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WebSphere Commerce V7 Feature Pack 5 

Handling order management system outage 

This presentation introduces how WebSphere Commerce handles order capture during a 
Sterling Order Management System (OMS) outage. 
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There are three products involved in WebSphere Commerce and Sterling integration: 
WebSphere Commerce, WebSphere Enterprise Service Bus and Sterling Order 
Management System (OMS). There might be a situation where WebSphere Enterprise 
Service Bus, Sterling OMS, or both are not available such as a hardware failure or power 
outage. While this type of situation seldom occurs, a solution is provided by Feature Pack 
5 to help you handle a temporary outage. This solution allows WebSphere Commerce to 
continue to capture orders from your online storefront even during the Sterling OMS 
outage. 

This presentation first introduces the high level functions provided for this solution. It then 
talks about how WebSphere Commerce detects Sterling OMS state, and how WebSphere 
Commerce handles a Sterling OMS outage in the shopping flows. The presentation 
concludes with the steps for enabling this solution. 
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© 2012 IBM Corporation 3 Handling order management system outage 

High level functions provided 

� Allow a WebSphere Commerce store to accept orders when Sterling OMS is not available 
– This is done by swallowing exceptions due to an OMS outage in these flows 

• Get inventory availability flow 
• Reserve inventory / cancel inventory reservation flow 
• Order transfer flow 

monitorItemAvailability 

createOrder 

Sterling OMS WESB 

findInventory 

reserveAvailableInventory 

cancelReservation 

WebSphere 
Commerce 

GetInventoryAvailability 

ProcessInventoryRequirement 

ProcessOrder 

� Detecting the system state of Sterling OMS is done through a heartbeat by hitting the URL 
of static pages on the Sterling OMS server 

� WebSphere Commerce holds the orders accepted during the outage, and will not transfer 
them until Sterling OMS is available 

The integration between WebSphere Commerce and Sterling Commerce involves several 
flows between WebSphere Commerce and Sterling OMS. These flows include the get 
inventory availability flow, the reserve or cancel inventory reservation flow, and the 
transfer orders flow. 

If Sterling OMS is not available during these flows, the code in WebSphere Commerce 
generates an exception, such as a TimeoutException or IOException. If you want 
WebSphere Commerce to continue to accept online orders during a Sterling outage, it 
must swallow these exceptions. 

In order to know whether an exception should be swallowed or not, WebSphere 
Commerce first needs to detect the Sterling OMS system state to see if it is ON or OFF. 
WebSphere Commerce should only swallow exceptions when the Sterling system is OFF. 
To detect the Sterling state, WebSphere Commerce invokes a very simple static JSP page 
on the Sterling OMS server. WebSphere Commerce looks at the HTTP status code in the 
response. If the status code is 200, WebSphere Commerce treats Sterling OMS as ON; 
otherwise Sterling OMS is treated as OFF. 

If WebSphere Commerce detects the Sterling OMS state is off, it keeps accepting orders 
from its storefront, but will not transfer these orders to Sterling OMS until the system 
becomes available again. 
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© 2012 IBM Corporation 4 Handling order management system outage 

Detect the system state (heartbeat) of Sterling OMS 

The Sterling OMS state, or the heartbeat of OMS, is detected by hitting static pages on 
the OMS server. Sterling allows you to deploy the Sterling Inventory system and Order 
system on a single server, or on two separate servers. If they are deployed separately, 
WebSphere Commerce needs to get each system’s heartbeat through a separate URL. If 
they are deployed on a single server, you can use a single URL for both systems’ 
heartbeat. This is configurable in WebSphere Commerce. 

In order to check the WebSphere Enterprise Service Bus state, WebSphere Commerce 
hits the static pages through WebSphere Enterprise Service Bus. So if WebSphere 
Commerce cannot connect to WebSphere Enterprise Service Bus, it treats both the 
Sterling inventory system and order system as OFF. WebSphere Commerce considers a 
system to be ON only when the response HTTP code to the heartbeat request is 200. 
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Registries and scheduler job for system state detection 

� Registries indicating system state of Sterling OMS 
– SterlingOMSOrderRegistry 
– SterlingOMSInventoryRegistry 

� Heartbeat scheduler job SterlingOMSUpdateSystemState 
– Trigger Inventory / Order system state detection 
– Update the registries 
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There are two new registries created for this solution, SterlingOMSOrderRegistry and 
SterlingOMSInventoryRegistry. These two registries hold the Sterling inventory system 
state and Sterling order system state. 

There is also a new scheduler job, SterlingOMSUpdateSystemState, created in Feature 
Pack 5. This scheduled job triggers Sterling inventory system and Sterling order system 
state detection, and updates the inventory and order registries. 
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Get inventory availability flow 

� Checks inventory system state registry 

– If OFF, WebSphere Commerce uses the value stored in INVCNF.FALLBACKINVSTAT 
as the inventory availability 

– If ON, WebSphere Commerce calls Sterling OMS API to get inventory information 
through WebSphere Enterprise Service Bus 

• If an exception occurs, WebSphere Commerce calls the heartbeat 
– If return from heartbeat is OFF: 

» Update registry to OFF 
» Add a new scheduler job to run the heartbeat 
» Use value in INVCNF. FALLBACKINVSTAT as inventory availability 
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This slide shows how the registries and scheduler job are used in the Get inventory 
availability flow. 

When WebSphere Commerce tries to get the inventory availability data from Sterling, it 
first checks the inventory registry. 

If the registry value is OFF, WebSphere Commerce does not try to get the inventory data 
from Sterling. Instead, it checks the fallback inventory status column of the inventory 
configuration table, and uses that value as the inventory availability. The possible fallback 
values are Available, Backordered or Unavailable. 

If the registry value is ON, WebSphere Commerce tries to call the Sterling API to get the 
inventory information. If the call is successful, WebSphere Commerce uses the inventory 
availability data from the call. If an exception occurs during the inventory call, WebSphere 
Commerce calls the heartbeat URL. If the inventory system’s heartbeat indicates it is OFF, 
WebSphere Commerce updates the inventory registry status to OFF. It then schedules a 
new job to run the heartbeat. The scheduler job keeps checking the heartbeat and adding 
a new scheduler job until the heartbeat indicates the Sterling inventory system is ON. 
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Inventory reservation flow 

� Checks inventory system state registry 

– If OFF, WebSphere Commerce bypasses Sterling OMS API call for reserving inventory 

– If ON, WebSphere Commerce calls Sterling OMS API for the inventory reservation 

• If an exception occurs, WebSphere Commerce calls the heartbeat 
– If return from heartbeat is OFF:
 

» Update registry to OFF
 
» Add a new scheduler job to run the heartbeat
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This slide shows how the Inventory reservation flow handles an outage. 

During inventory reservation, WebSphere Commerce first checks the inventory registry. If 
the registry value shows the inventory system is OFF, WebSphere Commerce bypasses 
the Sterling OMS API call for inventory reservation. 

If the registry value shows the inventory system is ON, WebSphere Commerce tries to 
reserve the inventory by calling the Sterling API. If the API call is successful, the inventory 
is reserved in Sterling OMS. If an exception occurs during the call, WebSphere Commerce 
calls the heartbeat. If the heartbeat shows the Sterling inventory system state is OFF, 
WebSphere Commerce updates the inventory state registry. It then adds a new scheduler 
job to run the heartbeat. The scheduler job keeps checking the heartbeat and adding a 
new scheduler job until the heartbeat indicates the Sterling inventory system is ON. 
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Cancel inventory reservation flow 

� Checks inventory system state registry 

– If OFF, WebSphere Commerce bypasses Sterling OMS API call for inventory 
reservation cancelation 

– If ON, WebSphere Commerce calls Sterling OMS API for the inventory reservation 
cancelation 

• If an exception occurs, WebSphere Commerce calls the heartbeat 
– If return from heartbeat is OFF:
 

» Update registry to OFF
 
» Add a new scheduler job to run the heartbeat
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Similar to the inventory reservation flow, WebSphere Commerce first checks the inventory 
registry when canceling an inventory reservation. WebSphere Commerce only cancels the 
inventory reservation when the inventory system is ON. 

If WebSphere Commerce made an inventory reservation when the inventory system was 
ON, it has no chance to cancel the reservation after the inventory system goes OFF. In 
order to cancel the reservation, you need to set an inventory reservation expiration rule in 
Sterling OMS and let the reservation time out on its own. 
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Order transfer flow 

� Checks order system state registry 

– If OFF, WebSphere Commerce will not transfer the order, sets order status to Failed to 
Transfer 

– If ON, WebSphere Commerce checks the order items’ inventory reservation. WebSphere 
Commerce passes line item reservation information along with the order to Sterling OMS 
if inventory was reserved 

� OrderRetransfer scheduler job 

– Transfer orders to Sterling OMS in batch mode when Sterling OMS is available 
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Order transfer happens when a shopper clicks the Submit button on the check out page. 
Once the payment is authorized and the order is created in the database, WebSphere 
Commerce starts to transfer the order to the Sterling order system. 

The order transfer begins with WebSphere Commerce checking the order system state 
registry. If the registry’s value shows the order system is OFF, WebSphere Commerce 
does not attempt to transfer the order. Instead, the order is kept in the WebSphere 
Commerce database and the order’s status is set to Failed to Transfer. 

If the order system is ON, before WebSphere Commerce transfers the order to Sterling 
OMS, it checks the order items’ inventory reservation. If inventory has been reserved, 
WebSphere Commerce sends each line item’s reservation information together with the 
order to Sterling OMS. 

If an order system outage occurs, the WebSphere Commerce database might contain 
several “Failed to Transfer” orders. To transfer these orders, a new scheduler job, 
OrderRetransfer, has been created in Feature Pack 5. This scheduler job transfers orders 
to Sterling OMS in batch mode once the order system becomes available. 
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© 2012 IBM Corporation 10 Handling order management system outage 

Configuration for Sterling OMS outage – 1 

� Make sure Inventory / Order system outage handling is enabled in 
xml/config/com.ibm.commerce.order-fep/wc-admin-component.xml 

Enable Sterling 
outage handling 

Default interval for 
Heartbeat Scheduler Job 

Default interval for Order 
Scheduler Job 

� Set fallback inventory status to “AVL” or ‘BA’ in WC table INVCNF (default value is “UAVL”) 
Update INVCNF set FALLBACKINVSTAT = 'AVL'; 
Or 
Update invcnf set FALLBACKINVSTAT = 'BA'; 

To enable Sterling outage handling, you need to update the wc-admin-component.xml file 
for the order-fep component. You need to set the IsSystemOutageTolerable parameter 
value to “Y.” You also need to set the OMSHeartbeatInterval value and 
OrderPendingOnTransferExpirationTime values to your preferred intervals. The 
OMSHeartbeatInterval value is used by the Heartbeat Scheduler Job, and the 
OrderPendingOnTransferExpirationTime value is the default interval for the Order 
Scheduler Job. 

You need to set the fallback inventory status in the WebSphere Commerce inventory 
configuration table. This value tells WebSphere Commerce what inventory availability data 
to use if the inventory system is not available, such as “In-Stock” or “Backordered.” You 
can also set the fallback inventory status to “Unavailable.” In that case, all products are 
shown as out of stock and shoppers are not able to submit their orders. 
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Configuration for Sterling OMS outage - 2 

Next you need to activate the Sterling OMS transport in the WebSphere Commerce 
administration console. This transport is used by the WebSphere Commerce JCA 
connector to connect to the WebSphere Enterprise Service Bus heartbeat services. 

Since the inventory system and order system are handled separately, you need to add two 
URLs to the Sterling OMS transport, one for the inventory system heartbeat, and one for 
the order system heartbeat. These two URLs are used to connect to the WebSphere 
Enterprise Service Bus mediation module. 
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Configuration for Sterling OMS outage - 3 

On the WebSphere Enterprise Service Bus side, you need to set the HTTP binding for the 
SCHeartbeatImport Service Component at the method level. 

You need to set the Endpoint URL for the getInvSysHB (Get Inventory System Heartbeat) 
method to point to a static page on the Sterling inventory system. This is shown in the 
bottom left screen on the slide. 

Similarly, you need to set the Endpoint URL for the getOrdSysHB (Get Order System 
Heartbeat) method. This is shown in the bottom right screen on the slide. 
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Configuration for OMS outage - 4 

Finally, you need to add the SterlingOMSUpdateSystemState and OrderRetransfer 
scheduled jobs to the WebSphere Commerce scheduler. These jobs are used for 
inventory and order system state detection and for order retransferring. 
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© 2012 IBM Corporation 14 Handling order management system outage 

Summary 

� Solution to handle OMS outage 

� Enablement steps 

During this presentation, you learned how a Sterling OMS outage can be handled for the 
WebSphere Commerce and Sterling Commerce integration. You also learned the 
configuration steps to enable this solution. 
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Feedback 

Your feedback is valuable 

You can help improve the quality of IBM Education Assistant content to better meet your 
needs by providing feedback. 

� Did you find this module useful? 

� Did it help you solve a problem or answer a question? 

� Do you have suggestions for improvements? 

Click to send email feedback: 

mailto:iea@us.ibm.com?subject=Feedback_about_HandlingSterlingOutages.ppt 

This module is also available in PDF format at: ../HandlingSterlingOutages.pdf 
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You can help improve the quality of IBM Education Assistant content by providing 
feedback. 
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